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INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCING CENTRAL HUDSON ENERGY MANAGER 3.0 PRODUCTS
Central Hudson Energy Manager 3.0 provides a full range of products and services enabling commercial
and industrial (C&I) enterprises to reduce cost and maximize energy reliability. Central Hudson provides
the products and services needed to gain a thorough understanding of energy data
consumption patterns.

and energy

Energy Manager provides the ability to use that information to develop and

implement optimal energy management strategies for energy procurement and use.
Central Hudson Energy Manager is differentiated by extensive client service capabilities that include
integration support for fast, successful implementation; 24x7 account monitoring and support from experts
located in the Enerwise Global Technologies, Inc. Information Command Center (ICC).
Central Hudson Energy Manager, Version 3.0 proprietary system collects and displays your site
energy usage information on a personalized web site. The system provides reporting of usage outside of
established parameters as well as advanced evaluation tools. Knowledge of this critical information helps
you make strategic, informed decisions that will increase system reliability, select areas for efficiency
improvements, and identify areas to save money.

BENEFITS TO YOUR BUSINESS
Optimize your energy consumption decisions with actionable data
Enable your internal energy management staff to make informed decisions
View and analyze your energy use for any single site or facility grouping you choose
Gain information to shop for market-priced electricity on an hourly basis
Monitor consumption for excess usage
Alarm features to notification of excess use or power outages

USING ENERGY MANAGER 3.0 PRODUCTS
Central Hudson Energy Manager 3.0 products are available for use 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
The tools are available using standard Internet browser technology (requirements defined in the next
subsection) at the web address provided to you with your subscription start-up.
No limits are placed on how often you can use the Central Hudson Energy Manager service. A key
determinant of your use will be the frequency of data collection from the metered sites. The Central
Hudson Energy Manager system is designed to provide information updates daily containing 15-minute
interval data.
Each client may have one or more user names and passwords for accessing the Energy Manager tools. If
you forget a user name or password, you can contact your assigned Help Desk for assistance.
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BROWSER REQUIREMENTS
Using standard browser technologies, Energy Manager products are easy to use and require no special
set-up.

For certain tools that use Java technology, you must have an Internet browser meeting the

minimum requirements that follow. If you need special assistance with the tools, please contact your help
desk as indicated in your subscription information.
Netscape—Version 4.77 or higher, with Java enabled
Microsoft Internet Explorer—Version 5.0 or higher, with Java enabled
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GETTING STARTED
LOGGING ON
To log on to the system type the following in your browser window:

http://cenhud.enerwise.com
Username:
Password:
Then click “Login”.
Your username and password will be provided by Central Hudson.
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HELP
USING THE HELP SYSTEM
The on-line site provides basic information complementing this User’s Guide. Click on the Help link on
your screen to access our help index. Help topics are listed in the index.

Click a topic to view more information about performing a task.

CONTACTING USER ASSISTANCE
Each user has a first-level contact for gaining more information about and assistance with Central Hudson
Energy Manager products.
Please refer to your subscription start-up information for the number you should call. If you are uncertain,
call Enerwise Global Technologies, Inc. - Information Command Center directly at (866) 925-0408 and ask
for the Help Desk. We will advise you of your subscription arrangements and the next step for answering
your questions.
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BULLETIN BOARD/WELCOME PAGE
After you log in through the secure web page, the Welcome Page/Bulletin Board serves as your entry point
into the Energy Manger 3.0 platform. The Bulletin Board serves as a basis of communication for
customized energy reports. The Welcome Page also contains a control panel through which you access
your metered information.

Access to your information is gained through the control panel, found on the left side of the page. The
main categories listed are:
Usage Reports
Provides energy consumption and demand information for determining energy use patterns and
strategies. Information is provided for individual or multiple sites.
Exceptions
Quickly identifies consumption that exceeds established limits.
Hourly Data
Provides a closer look at daily usage and demand. Hourly data provides the user alternative reports
not based on exceptions.
Alarms
Provides an active tool to monitor operations against customer defined parameters.
Cost Estimation
Calculate energy bills and perform "what-if" scenarios to determine cost impact of operational or tariff
changes.
The more general categories include:
Bulletin Board
Receive news and important messages from Central Hudson Gas & Electric regarding your account
here.
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News & Weather
Customers can customize this page for general and industry news links. Check weather conditions
based on zip code.
Preferences
Registered customers can select news by topic, add custom links, and set their passwords here.
Help
Help topics are listed in the page index. Click a topic to view more information about performing a
task.
Administration
Allows authorized users to create new customers and sites online, as well as use various diagnostics.
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NEWS AND WEATHER
The News and Weather feature of Central Hudson Energy Manager 3.0 provides the following:
Weather
Check weather conditions based on zip code.
Customized Links
Users can customize the list of news links.

WEATHER
To view weather information in a specific area just enter your zip code and press GO. This
will link to CNN.com weather information.

CUSTOMIZED LINKS
Customize your News and Weather page by adding or removing links in the form provided on
this screen. Put a check in the box of each link you wish to keep. Uncheck each one you wish
to remove. When you have finished, click on Save to update your preferences. A message
will appear at the top of the page, “Your user links have been saved.”
Click back on News & Weather on left to see the new links added under the customized links
section.
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USAGE REPORTS
The following information tools are located under Usage Reports:
Usage Curves
Generate graphs and tables of usage for the period of time identified.
Compare Usage
Compare usage for multiple sites by varying date ranges. Compare the same site for different periods
of time. Overlay the sites’ data for easy comparison.
Demand Profile
Generate report reflecting a single site’s peak demand on a day-by-day basis, over selected time
range, or the aggregate demand for all sites.
Load Duration Curves
Analyze percentage of time a site’s load is at or above a given level.

USAGE CURVES
Utility bills do not provide the level of detailed consumption facility managers need to regulate usage
patterns. Through the use of the Usage Curve tool, facility managers can easily identify time of peak
usage and match that against facility operating characteristics.
The Usage Curves tool offers fundamental views of electricity consumption for each metered location.
Raw meter data is converted into graphics and tables, enabling you to view consumption patterns.
Using this tool involves two basic processes: specifying the scope and format of the viewable report, and
interacting with the report itself.
Specify the display scope and format
On the first screen for Usage Curves, you configure your on-screen report from three sections. To
facilitate completion of this page, Energy Manager 3.0 remembers your last configuration.
Select a date
Click on your selections (see Appendix A if you need help selecting dates).
Select your channels/sites
Your channels are your various data unit sources from metered or sub-metered sites monitored by
Central Hudson. All of your configured channels display on the screen with their available date
ranges for data.
Select the site(s)
Select the data unit channels to view. Omit a site from your display by leaving all channels
unchecked. The data units may vary for each metered location. The possibilities are kW, kWh,
kVAR, kVARh, power factor, natural gas (Mcf), price ($), and temperature.

Select your
channel(s)
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Configuring your display format
The Usage Curves tool supports multiple formats for viewing your electricity consumption, such as
those illustrated in the following screen.
Configuration
options

These
options
appear with static
graph and data table

To configure the display format:
1. Select a data display type from the first drop-down list.

Display types
available; see
the following
section for
details
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2. Select the data summarization unit

Summarization units available;
This selection must coordinate with
your date range selection (e.g., you
wouldn’t select monthly for a
two-day report)

3. Select a screen resolution (applies only to static graphs).

Resolutions
available

4. Select a time zone for the time axis (applies only to Static and Interactive Graphs).

Time zones
available

5.

Select graph options for white background and gridlines (applies only to Static Graphs).

6. Type a Unit Name and Unit Amount for viewing energy per unit (applies only to displays of kWh
and kVARh with static graph and table formats). Your selection is placed in the column header.
Total site usage is divided by the unit amount to determine energy per unit. This works well for
customers with sub-metered production lines.
7. Click Generate to view your configured display.
View your data display
Each display type presents your data differently and offers you unique capabilities. Each type is
discussed below.
•

Interactive Graphs
The interactive graph uses Java technology to generate an interactive display with powerful
features (browser requirements are identified in the introduction to this manual). Three
separate Java windows are available.
— The main window displays the graph itself. As the cursor passes over the main window, a
red arrow appears along the x-axis, indicating position. Closing this window closes all
three windows.
— The channel legend window. Click a channel bar to highlight the channel data in the main
window and set the y-axis units based on the channel data unit. Un-checking a channel
will remove that channel line from the graph. The drop down entitled ‘Channel for the
second Y-axis provides the user with Units of Measure which, when selected, display on
the right hand Y-axis.
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— The details window. Move the cursor over the graph and view detailed data points for
each data unit.
As the Java interactive graph loads, you will first see an information page about the interactive
graph. If you have problems using the Java interactive graph, read over the frequently asked
questions on the information page.
The default view for the interactive graph displays like the figure below. The Line display is
shown. You can move and resize the three windows as you wish. Close the interactive graph
by closing the main graph window.

Main
window

Channel
Legend
Window

Details
window

Select and highlight a channel
Select and highlight a channel by clicking on a colored channel bar in the channel legend
window. With line graphs, the selection will appear highlighted in the graph. The y-axis will
adjust to the appropriate data unit (e.g., kW).
To help read multiple channels with different data units, you can select a second channel and
data unit for the right y-axis.
Zoom in and out on the line graph
With line graphs you can click-drag within the graph to select any data area for zooming in. To
restore the graph to the default view, right-click your mouse, while positioned on the graph. The
detail of the data points for any view will depend on the summarization unit (e.g., monthly, daily,
hourly) you selected when configuring the graph. With more data points, the zoom feature
becomes more useful.
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Select an
area to zoom
in on data

View data details for line graphs
The details window with line graphs presents the time and values for kW, kWh, kVAR, and
kVARh for the cursor’s location in the graph. Move your cursor within the line graph of the main
window and watch the details adjust to your location.
Other data views in the main window
The main window’s toolbar includes additional controls for viewing and processing your data.
The default view is Line for line graphs. The other options are Info, Bar, Pie, Print, and
Clipboard Copy and Options.
— Info
The info button presents a text display of summary information for each channel in the
interactive graph. You can copy this text and paste into any other application.

Info display

—Bar

The bar chart feature displays comparison charts for your selected channels. All
channels with the same data unit will display when you click a channel legend
button. For example, the figure below shows all kWh channels when you select
any kWh channel from the legend window. With bar charts the details window
becomes a control for selecting the data point you wish to chart. The default
selection is “Average.” Other options are shown below.
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—Pie

The pie chart feature displays all channel data of the some data unit as a pie chart,
revealing the comparative ratios of the various channels. The example below
shows the share of KWh for all sites. With pie charts the details window becomes
a control for selecting the data point you wish to chart. The default selection is
“Average.” Other options are shown below.

—Print
The print feature allows you to print the contents of the main display window.

—Clipboard Copy
The clipboard feature copies all data points generated for the display to your
computer’s clipboard for pasting into another application. The volume of data will
depend on the number of channels, the date range, and the summarization unit
(e.g., daily).
(Note: You can also copy the screen image of the main window. Click inside the
main window to make it active, then press ALT+PrtScn to copy the screen image
to your clipboard. You can paste the image into most graphics applications.)

— Options

The options apply to the line graph.
Show dots at data points results in a graph as displayed:
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Use Single vertical scale scales all lines to a single scale.
Zero based vertical scale starts the Y-axis at zero.

Closing the interactive graph
Close the main display window to close all three Java display windows. Your browser window
with the information page will become the active window, unless you had switched to another
application while viewing the Java display.

•

Static Graphs
The static graph display presents a non-interactive graph image of the data view you configure.
As noted earlier, you have control over the image size in pixels, the background color, and
gridlines. The following example shows a white background with gridlines. Print or save this
graph, as you would print any standard web page or graphic. Following the graph is a table
view of summary data.

Static graph
display
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Summary
text data
with static
graph
display

•

Text Export Files
The text export option, illustrated below, displays the raw data with comma delimiters. You can
print this screen or save the data for importing into a program such as Microsoft Excel. The
volume of data will depend on the number of channels, the date range, and the summarization
unit (e.g., daily).

Text export file display with
comma-delimited data

•

Table Format
The table format uses a Java window to present the raw data for your display configuration.
The data is the same as displayed previously in the text export file format. With the Java
window you have on-line interactive controls for viewing the data. You can sort the data by any
column by clicking on the column header. The default sort is in ascending order; click again to
toggle the sort to descending order. You also can change the column width and row height
within the window. As with the static graph previously displayed, a summary data table is
included below the Java table.
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Sort view
with
column
headers

Table format in Java
window

•

Microsoft Excel Format
The Excel option displays the raw data as an Excel file. You need to have Excel installed on
your machine to view the data. If not, a free Excel viewer is available on the configuration page.
With Excel installed, the display should automatically launch Excel and display your data.
The volume of data will depend on the number of channels, the date range, and the
summarization unit (e.g., daily).
You can then manipulate and save your data within Excel.

Excel display
format

COMPARE LOADS
The load comparison tool allows you to select unique date ranges for each of your metered channels. You
then configure your report, and the system overlays the data from up to five sites for easy comparison.
Compare Loads allows the user to evaluate consumption of various sites over similar periods of time. If the
operating characteristics of the facilities are similar, variations in load curves suggest areas
for further analysis. You can also compare data from different date ranges for the same site.
Specify the display scope and format
On the configuration screen of the Compare Loads tool you specify the date range for any or all of
your metered channels and select the display format options. Energy Manager 3.0 remembers
your configuration of this screen for the next time you use Compare Loads.
Select sites to compare
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Site selection and
date range forms

•

First select a date range type from the drop-down list. The screen will adjust for each available
channel based on your selection.

•

Select any combination of sites using the drop-down list in each site section. Each available
site is a metered channel and data unit combination. You can designate up to five different
sites for the report.

•

Specify a date range for each site, based on the date type you selected in Step 1 (assistance
with the calendar function is provided in Appendix A).

•

Type a label for each site. The labels become the names of the legend window with interactive
graphs.

Select options
The options section lets you select the display format for the comparison. This section includes the
options in the following figure.

Load
Compare
options
Static graph
only

To configure the display options:
1. Select a data display type from the first drop-down list.
Display
types
available;
see the
following
section for
details

2. Select the data summarization unit.
Summarization units
available;
This selection must
coordinate with your
date range selection
(e.g., you wouldn’t
select monthly for a
two-day report)
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3. Select a screen resolution (applies only to static graphs).

Resolutions
available

4. Select a time zone for the time axis (applies only to static and interactive graphs).

Time zones
available

5. Enable calendar-day alignment by selecting the “Sunday” checkbox. If one date range begins
on Monday and another on Thursday, this option will align the calendar days together—
Mondays with Mondays.
6. Select graph options for white background and gridlines (applies only to Static Graph types).
7. Click Generate to view your configured display.
View your data display
The features of each display format for the Compare Loads tool are virtually identical to those of the
Load Curve tool. Please see View Your Data Display for Load Curves for specific common
instructions. Special comments for each display format follow below.
•

Interactive Graphs
The interactive graph uses Java technology to generate an interactive display with powerful
features. The only minor variance for the interactive graph display for Load Compare is the use
of the label values from the configuration screen in the legend window of the Java application.
In the figure below we see the values “Agriculture Production” and “College Building” in the
legend window controls. You saw the same labels entered previously in Select Sites to
Compare.

Legend window
with labeling
•

Static Graphs
The static graph display presents a non-interactive graph image of the data view you configure.
You have control over the image size in pixels, the background color, and gridlines. Print or
save this graph, as you would print any standard web page or graphic. A summary data table is
also included and is virtually identical to the static display example under Load Curves.
As with the interactive graph, the static graph uses the labels entered on the configuration
screen to build a legend for the graph.

•

Text Export Files
The text export option displays the raw data with comma delimiters. You can print this screen
or save the data for importing into a program such as Microsoft Excel. The volume of data will
depend on the number of channels, the date range, and the summarization unit (e.g., daily).
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•

Tables
The table format uses a Java window to present the raw data for your display configuration.
The data is the same as displayed above in the text export file format. With the Java window
you have online interactive controls for viewing the data. You can sort the data by any column
by clicking on the column header. The default sort is in ascending order; click again to toggle
the sort to descending order. You also can change the column width and row height within the
window. As with the static graph display above, a summary data table is included below the
Java table.

•

Microsoft Excel Files
The Excel option displays the raw data as an Excel file. You need to have Excel installed on
your machine to view the data. If not, a free Excel viewer is available on the configuration page.
With Excel installed, the display should automatically launch Excel and display your data.
The volume of data will depend on the number of channels, the date range, and the
summarization unit (e.g., daily).
You can then manipulate and save your data within Excel.

DEMAND PROFILE
The demand profile report shows single or aggregated site peak demand over a selected period of time.
The results reflect peak demand on a daily basis over the period of time selected.
Select time range
(assistance with the Calendar function is provided in Appendix A.)
Select options
Options include site, view (bar graph or table), and time zone.
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View results
Results can be viewed in either graphical or tabular format.

LOAD DURATION CURVES
The Load Duration Curve indicates the percentage of time that the power was at or above various demand
levels over a period of time. Each demand level that occurred during the selected time period is indicated on
the Y-Axis versus the percentage of time the demand was at, or greater than, that level as indicated on the XAxis. The Load Duration Curve is helpful for understanding the amount and duration of load on a system. The
Load Duration curve is often used to determine if equipment is over or under sized based on the load it is
serving.
Pick a Time Range

If using the calendar, select the month and year using the arrows. Double click on the day to select the
day you want. The selected day will be highlighted by gray oval shape.
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Other Time options allow the user to enter a date, or use pre-set time periods (yesterday, last month,
etc.)
Choose your Channels

The user may select from kW, kVar, and if available, kVA channels

Select Output Format

The user may view the output as an interactive graph or an Excel file.
The user may select to see the Load as an absolute number or a percentage of the peak.

Create Result

The user will click on ‘Create’ to view the results.
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EXCEPTIONS
The Exceptions feature of Central Hudson Energy Manager 3.0 is intended to provide a quick way of
determining whether facilities are operating outside of normal energy patterns. The following information
tools are part of the Exceptions feature.
Overview
Report providing consumption exceeding high limit value, expressed on an hourly basis.
Exception Log
Report reflecting excess consumption.
Daily Usage Profile
Daily load curve plotting actual load, forecasted load, and high limit values.

OVERVIEW
The Overview report identifies any given day’s excess usage on a per-site basis. The report provides an
instant visual indication of which sites experienced heavier than normal usage. For the purpose of this
report, the high limit value is established as one standard deviation above the forecast. In Energy
Manager 3.0 the forecast is generated through exponential smoothing of the past 28 days’ consumption.
The following steps will generate the report:
Select the day
(assistance with the Calendar function is provided in Appendix A)
Select sites

Select options, including view and time zone

View results in either graphical or table format.
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EXCEPTION LOG
The Exception log generates a table reflecting excess consumption over a range of days, as well as the
exception’s estimated cost. This report is provided on a site-by-site basis. As with the Overview report,
exceptions are generated as a function of variance to the forecast. However, in this report you also have
the opportunity to establish the high limit variable (expressed as standard deviations ranging from 0.0 to
5.0). In the following sample, a standard deviation of 0.5 was used. To generate a report, select your date
range, sites to be viewed, and the viewing options.
The date range can either be a single day or a range of days. Use the calendar function to select the
date range (assistance with the Calendar function is provided in Appendix A).
Select sites

Select options, including view (daily lay-out, or sum data across days), view all sites or only those with
exceptions, set the high limit value, and select the time zone.
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View results

Clicking View Graph can view each exception through a daily interactive graph for the representative
day.
The Sum Data across Days table provides a summary of exception and cost over the selected period
of time.

DAILY USAGE PROFILE
The Daily Usage Profile report provides a detailed look at each day. This multi-line graph enables you to
view the actual load, forecasted load, and high limit for any single site on any selected day. Similar to the
Exception Log, you have the opportunity to select the high limit value. To view the report, select the day,
individual sites or all sites, output (an interactive graph or table), the high limit value, and the time zone.
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HOURLY DATA
Hourly data provides alternative reports not based on exceptions, including the following:
Daily Usage Profile
Report providing consumption exceeding high limit value, expressed on an hourly basis
Aggregate Load
View of total energy consumed on an enterprise basis
Weekly Usage Profile
Quick report to easily view load of a site for a week’s period of time
Meter Usage
Weekly load curve for detecting and highlighting daily variations at the meter level

DAILY USAGE PROFILE
This report and process are identical to that described in the previous section.

AGGREGATE LOAD
The Aggregate Load report provides a bar graph, or table, reflecting an enterprise wide view for the total
energy consumed, sorted by hour or load, over a selected time range. To view the report, select the date
range by using the calendar function, any or all sites, and determine the options [view (bar graph or table),
sort method (hour or load), and the time zone].
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Results of Sort by Hour

Results of Sort by Load

Table View
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WEEKLY USAGE PROFILE
The Weekly Usage Profile feature provides a multi-line graph for detecting and highlighting day-to-day
variations within the same facility.
Begin by selecting a starting day. Then choose the options of site/facility, measurement, display format,
time zone.

Then select “create” to view the following weekly load profile.

The graph is interactive so as the mouse moves across data the details are reflected in the lower right
corner. To highlight a specific day’s load profile select the appropriate bar on the lower left side. To
enlarge an area of the weekly load profile then use the mouse to click and drag across an area of the
graph. The same data can be viewed in a bar chart or pie chart format.

METER USAGE
The Meter Usage report provides a weekly usage curve for detecting and highlighting daily variations within
a specific site. This application works best when looking at facilities that are sub-metered. To view the
report, select the beginning day using the calendar function. Then, select options including site (any single
site or all sites), measurement (kWh, kW, kVARh, kVAR, MCF), view (bar graph or table), and the time
zone.
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Results
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ALARMS
The Alarming & Notification feature provides an active tool to assist in monitoring operations. The feature
operates off of metered data and client-established thresholds. When alarms are detected, a message is
sent to the user via e-mail and/or an e-mail enabled pager.
To establish an alarm, the user selects the Alarms tab, selects Create Alarms, and selects Create New
Alarm.
The following page appears:

Then, the user makes the following choices or entries:
Name of Alarm, and whether notifications should be sent
Active/Inactive Status- allows the client to activate and de-activate an alarm without deleting it or its
detection list
Frequency (daily, hourly, 15-minute for interval data; 5-minute and 5-minute rolling average for
pricing)
Unit of Measure for the alarm (e.g. consumption, demand, price, etc.)
Channel
Variance (expected values by specific percentage or specific values)
High and low values
Reference value (limited to specific value at this time)
Recipients to receive e-mail notification

Once the alarms have been established a listing will appear.
modifications.
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SAMPLE ALARMING REPORT
Once alarms have been generated, the client can view these alarms by clicking on ‘Detected Alarms’ from
the Alarms page. A monthly timeframe can be selected and the detected alarm list will be provided.

The specific alarm can be selected to view addition information.
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COST ESTIMATION
The Central Hudson Energy Manager 3.0 Cost Estimation feature provides a means to generate energy
cost estimates for each or all of your metered sites. It also provides the capability to evaluate costs against
other regional tariffs. Users can calculate bills for sub-metered facilities (i.e., cost allocation) and evaluate
cost on a calendar instead of a utility billing cycle. Using an existing tariff library, users can generate
estimates of costs based on metered data. This information can be used for verification of utility-generated
bills. Additionally, Cost Estimation allows users to complete a series of “what-if” analysis scenarios, to
determine the effects of operational or tariff changes on costs.

CONFIGURE YOUR ESTIMATE
On the Cost Estimation configuration screen you specify the date range for any or all of your metered
channels and select the tariff type. The tool remembers what you enter and displays it automatically the
next time you use Cost Estimation.
Select a time period
Select Manually Enter Dates or Billing Cycle. The date configuration screen will adjust based on your
selection.

Configuration
for billing cycle

Configuration
for manual
date entry,
including
calendar
pop-up

For billing cycles, select both a start period and an end period for the estimate.
For manual date entry, click the arrow in the start or end period of the date form and double-click a
date on the calendar to add it to the date form. Navigate through the calendar using the arrows at the
top.
[Note: your estimate will be broken down by the billing periods covering your manual start and end
dates.]
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Select sites and tariffs.
Select any or all of your metered sites using the checkboxes. For each selected site, select a tariff
from the drop-down list. Central Hudson can provide a variety of available tariffs based on your
location.
Generate your estimate
Click View Results to generate your cost estimate.
View your estimate
Your estimate displays in three sections. A table of contents provides a summary view of the report
with easy links to details for each site and the grand total. The second section includes the estimate
details for each meter you selected on the configuration screen. The final section presents a grand
total.

Estimate table
of contents
The table of
contents entries
link to the
sections below

Estimate
details for
site &
billing
period

Grand
total for
estimate

“WHAT-IF” ANALYSIS
You can select the Change Attributes checkbox and adjust the attributes for any or all sites. This supports
building highly configured scenarios for your strategic energy analysis and planning.
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Site and tariff
selection box

Attribute adjustment controls for
building a custom “what-if”
scenario

Generate your estimate
Click View Results to generate your cost estimate.
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PREFERENCES
To maximize the usefulness of Central Hudson Energy Manager 3.0, each client can customize its web
page to link to different news and weather sites.
Additionally, each client can modify his password from the preferences page.

CONFIGURE YOUR NEWS PREFERENCES
Select your global Preferences tool from the menu. The following screen illustration shows how you select
any or all of the available news channels for your users.

News
configuration
screen

CHANGING YOUR PASSWORD
From the Preferences page, the client can click on ‘Your Password’, which will display the following page,

from which the client can update his password. Central Hudson has developed the following password
protocol:
minimum of 8 characters, maximum of 20 characters
contain at least 3 numbers
contain at least 4 letters (1 must be uppercase and 1 must be lowercase).
contain $ or # symbol
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USING THE CALENDAR FUNCTION
Date
All of the various reports available through Central Hudson Energy Manager3.0 require the selection of a
time period. Designed for your convenience, the system provides various options.
Select a date range
Select one of the date range types from the drop-down list, as shown in the following screen
illustration. The screen will adjust appropriately for the value you select. For example, selecting Use
Dates|Enter presents input boxes for you to type start and end dates manually.

Available date
range types

Select a time period from the drop-down list.
•

Special Instructions
— Use Calendar
For both Start and End Dates, select dates from the pop-up calendar. Double-click the
date to close the calendar. Move through the calendar using the top arrows.

—Use Dates|Enter
Type both Start and End Dates. Valid date formats follow:
January 1, 2001
January 1, 2001 15:00
Jan 1, 2001
Jan 1, 2001 10:15
1/1/2001
1/1/2001 22:30
5 days ago
3 months ago
Yesterday

APPENDIX B
DEFINITIONS

DEFINITIONS
Aggregation

Amassing volumes of energy from different
sources to create a larger “package”

Ampere

The unit of measurement of electrical current
produced in a circuit by 1 volt acting through a
resistance of 1 ohm.

Baseload

The minimum amount of electric power
delivered or required over a given period of
time at a steady rate

Btu (British
Thermal Unit)

The standard unit for measuring the quantity
of heat energy (e.g., heat content of fuel); one
Btu is the amount of heat necessary to
increase the temperature of one pound of
water by one degree Fahrenheit
(3,412 Btu’s = 1 kWh)

Capacitor

A device that improves the efficiency of the
flow of electricity through distribution lines by
reducing energy losses

Capacity

The amount of electric power delivered or
required for which a generator, turbine,
transformer, transmission circuit, station, or
system is rated by the manufacturer

Capacity Charge

An element in a two-part pricing method used
in capacity transactions (energy charge is the
other element); the capacity charge,
sometimes called Demand Charge, is
assessed on the amount of capacity being
purchased.

Circuit

A conductor or a system of conductors
through which current flows

Cogenerator

A generating facility that produces electricity
and another form of useful thermal energy
(such as heat or steam) used for industrial,
commercial, heating, or cooling purposes; to
receive status as a qualifying facility (QF)
under the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act
(PURPA), the facility must produce electric
energy and another form of useful thermal
energy through the sequential use of energy
and meet certain ownership, operating, and
efficiency criteria established by the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
(Code of Federal Regulations, Title 18,
Part 292)

Coincidental
Demand

The sum of two or more demands that occur
in the same time interval

Coincidental
Peak Load

The sum of two or more peak loads that occur
in the same time interval

Combined Cycle

An electric generating technology in which
electricity is produced from otherwise lost
waste heat exiting from one or more gas
(combustion) turbines; the exiting heat is
routed to a conventional boiler or to a heat
recovery steam generator for use by a steam
turbine in the production of electricity; this
process increases the efficiency of the electric
generating unit

Current
(Electric)

A flow of electrons in an electrical conductor;
the strength or rate of movement of the
electricity is measured in amperes

Demand
(Electric)

The rate at which electric energy is delivered
to or by a system, part of a system, or piece of
equipment, at a given instant or averaged
over any designated period of time

Direct Access

An arrangement in which customers can
purchase electricity directly from any supplier
in the competitive market, using the
transmission and distribution lines of electric
utilities to transport the electricity

Disco

Short for distribution company; a type of
company that distributes electricity to
customers, but does not provide generation or
transmission services

Distribution

The facilities of the electric system that deliver
electricity from substations to customers; the
distribution system “steps down” power from
high voltage transmission lines to a level that
can be used in homes and businesses

Distribution
Line

A line, system, or circuit for distributing power
from a transmission system to a customer;
These lines operate at less than 69,000 volts

EDC

Electric Distribution Company

Energy

The capacity for doing work as measured by
the capability of doing work (potential energy)
or the conversion of this capability to motion
(kinetic energy); energy has several forms,
some of which are easily convertible and can
be changed to another form useful for work;
most of the world’s convertible energy comes
from fossil fuels that are burned to produce
heat, which is then used as a transfer medium
to mechanical or other means to accomplish
tasks; electrical energy is usually measured in
kilowatt-hours, while heat energy is usually
measured in British thermal units (Btu’s)

Energy Charge

That portion of the charge for electric service
based on the electric energy (kWh) consumed
or billed

Federal Energy
Regulatory
Commission
(FERC)

A federal agency established in 1977, which
regulates the wholesale electricity market
(i.e., power and transmission sales and
service between utilities and between utilities
and non-utility generators); a quasiindependent regulatory agency within the
Department of Energy having jurisdiction over
interstate electricity sales, wholesale electric
rates, hydroelectric licensing, natural gas
pricing, oil pipeline rates, and gas pipeline
certification

Forced Outage

The shutdown of a generating unit,
transmission line, or other facility for
emergency reasons or a condition in which
the generating equipment is unavailable for
load because of unanticipated breakdown

Genco

Short for generating company; a type of
company that is solely engaged in the
business of generating electricity

Generating
Station

A building where electricity is made; this term
is used interchangeably with “power plant”

Gigawatt

One billion watts, useful for describing the
capacity of large electrical systems

Green Pricing

A term used to market electricity that is
produced, at least in part, through renewable
technologies; green pricing programs allow
customers to support renewable programs,
usually at a premium

High Tension or
Primary
Distribution
Feeder
(Primaries)

Lines that carry the highest distribution
voltage; they are usually located at the
uppermost position of the utility pole

Horsepower

A unit for measuring the power of motors or
engines; one horsepower equals 746 watts.
However, for all practical purposes,
1 horsepower is considered 1,000 watts or
1 kilowatt (figure considers starting load and
motor inefficiency); for example, a
3-horsepower motor would be rated at
approximately 3,000 watts or 3 kW, so a
1/3-horsepower motor would be rated at
approximately 333 watts

Host Utility

The local franchised utility that serves retail
customers in its service territory

Independent
Power Producer
(IPP)

A non-utility power generator that is not a
regulated utility, government agency, or
Qualifying Facility under the Public Utility
Regulatory Practices Act of 1978 (PURPA);
IPPs sell the power they generate in the
wholesale market, typically to electric utilities;
the terms of power purchase agreements
between IPPs and power purchasers are
subject to approval by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC)

Interconnection
System

A connection between two electrical systems
permitting the transfer of electric energy in
either direction

Intermediate
Load (Electric
System)

The range from base load to a point between
base load and peak; this point may be the
midpoint, a percent of the peak load, or the
load over a specified time period

Interruptible
Load

Refers to program activities that, according to
contractual arrangements, can interrupt
consumer load at times of seasonal peak load
by direct control of the utility system operator
or by action of the consumer at the direct
request of the system operator; it usually
involves commercial and industrial
consumers; in some instances the load
reduction may be affected by direct action of
the system operator (remote tripping) after
notice to the consumer in accordance with
contractual provisions; for example, loads that
can be interrupted to fulfill planning or
operation reserve requirements should be
reported as Interruptible Load; Interruptible
Load as defined here excludes Direct Load
Control and Other Load Management
(Interruptible Load, as reported here, is
synonymous with Interruptible Demand
reported to the North American Electric
Reliability Council on the voluntary Office of
Energy Emergency Operations Form OE-411,
“Coordinated Regional Bulk Power Supply
Program Report,” with the exception that
annual peak load effects are reported on
Form EIA-861 and seasonal (i.e., summer and
winter) peak load effects are reported on
Form OE-411)

Kilovolt (kV)

One thousand volts

Kilowatt (kW)

One thousand watts

Kilowatt-hour
(kWh)

The basic unit of electric energy equal to
1 kilowatt or 1,000 watts of power used for
one hour; the amount of power the customer
uses is measured in kilowatt-hours (100 watts
x 10 hours) or 1,000 watts used in 10 hours

kVAR

kVAR (kilovars) is the typical unit of measure
for “reactive power” (as compared to “real
power,” which is typically measured in kW);
reactive power is the portion of electricity that
establishes and sustains the electric and
magnetic fields of alternating-current
equipment; reactive power must be supplied
to most types of magnetic equipment, such as
motors and transformers; reactive power can
be supplied by generators, synchronous
condensers, or electrostatic equipment such
as capacitors

kVARh

The basic unit of reactive power equal to
1 kVAR used for one hour

LDC

Local distribution company

Load (Electric)

The amount of electric power delivered or
required at any specific point or points on a
system; the requirement originates at the
customer’s energy-consuming equipment

Load Factor
(Annual)

Ratio of annual energy usage to maximum
summer demand:
Percent
Load Factor =

Load Factor
(Monthly)

Annual Energy Usage

x 100

kW x 8,760 hours

Ratio of energy usage to maximum demand
during the month:
Percent
Load Factor =

kWh x 100

x 100

kW ÷ (demand x 740 hours)

Market-based
Rates

Rates for power or electric services that are
established in an unregulated, competitive
market; these rates can be established
through competitive bidding or through
negotiations between the buyer and seller,
rather than set by a regulator; as portions of
the electric industry become less regulated,
market prices are increasingly important for
making business decisions

Megawatt

One million watts or 1,000 kilowatts

Meter Board

The board on which the meter and associated
equipment are mounted

Network

A system of transmission and distribution lines
cross-connected and operated to permit
multiple power supply to any principal point on
it; network is usually installed in urban areas;
it makes it possible to restore power quickly to
customers by switching them to another circuit

Non-coincidenta
l Peak Load

The sum of two or more peak loads on
individual systems that do not occur in the
same time interval; meaningful only when
considering loads within a limited period of
time, such as a day, week, month, a heating
or cooling season, and usually for not more
than 1 year

Non-Firm
Power

Power or power-producing capacity supplied
or available under a commitment having
limited or no assured availability

Non-Utility
Generator
(NUG)

A term coined to describe Qualifying Facilities,
independent power producers, exempt
wholesale generators, and any other company
in the power generation business, which has
been exempted from traditional utility
regulation; some NUG facilities are built by
users primarily for their own energy needs;
other NUG plants are built specifically to sell
power to utilities under long-term contracts; in
the last five years, non-utility generators have
constructed over 50 percent of new
generation capacity

Ohm

The unit of measurement of electrical
resistance; the resistance of a circuit in which
a potential difference of 1 volt produces a
current of 1 ampere

Open
Transmission
Access

Enables all participants in the wholesale
market equal access to transmission service,
as long as capacity is available, with the
objective of creating a more competitive
wholesale power market; the Energy Policy
Act of 1992 gave the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) authority to
order utilities to provide transmission access
to third parties in the wholesale electricity
market

Outage

The period during which a generating unit,
transmission line, or other facility is out of
service

Peak Demand

The maximum load during a specified period
of time

Power

The rate at which energy is transferred;
electrical energy is usually measured in watts;
also used for a measurement of capacity

Power Broker

An individual, who arranges power sales
between other parties, but never actually
owns the power; power brokers are not
required to register with the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission

Power Grid

A network of power lines and associated
equipment used to transmit and distribute
electricity over a geographic area

Power Marketer

An individual who sells power that it either
buys or generates on its own; power
marketers are a type of electricity supplier
greatly expanded by the Energy Policy Act of
1992; sales of electricity by power marketers
jumped from near zero in 1992 to 70 million
megawatt hours in 1996; power marketers are
required to be certified by FERC

Power Pool

An association of two or more interconnected
electric systems having an agreement to
coordinate operations and planning for
improved reliability and efficiencies

Primary
Metering

The primary metering flag indicates that
electricity delivered to a customer is measured
in primary voltage

Public Utilities
Commission

The state regulatory agency that governs
retail utility rates and practices and, in many
cases, issues approvals for the construction of
new generation and transmission facilities; on
average, roughly the state commission
regulates 90 percent of a utility’s operations

Reliability

The ability to deliver uninterrupted electricity
to customers on demand, and to withstand
sudden disturbances such as short circuits or
loss of major system components; this
encompasses both the reliability of the
generation system and of the transmission
and distribution system

Retail Wheeling

A transmission or distribution service by which
utilities deliver electric power sold by a third
party directly to retail customers; this would
allow an individual retail customer to choose
his or her electricity supplier, but still receive
delivery using the power lines of the local
utility

Scheduled
Outage

The shutdown of a generating unit,
transmission line, or other facility, for
inspection or maintenance, in accordance with
an advance schedule

Spinning
Reserve

That reserve generating capacity running at a
zero load and synchronized to the electric
system

Standard
Industrial
Classification
(SIC)

A set of codes developed by the Office of
Management and Budget, which categorizes
business into groups with similar economic
activities; the transition to NAICS (North
American Industry Classification System)
began in 1997 and is supposed to be
complete by the end of 2002

Stranded Costs

Costs that were incurred by utilities to serve
their customers with the understanding that
state regulatory commissions would allow the
costs to be recovered through electric rates;
stranded costs can occur either because
particular customers discontinue their use of a
service or because such customers are no
longer willing to pay the full cost incurred to
provide a service; potentially stranded costs
are the result of decisions that were reviewed
and approved by government regulators and
were made by utilities under the unique
regulatory compact with their state and their
customers; the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission has determined that stranded
costs, at the wholesale level, should be paid
by electric customers

Transmission
Lines

Wires that carry high voltage electricity over
long distances from a generating station to
places where electricity is needed;
transmission lines are held high above the
ground on transmission towers

Unbundling

Electric service is traditionally provided on a
bundled basis, meaning that generation,
transmission and distribution services are
provided as a single package; by unbundling,
the package offerings of the various services
that make up traditional utility service are
separated into discreet, separately priced
components; an example would be selling
electric power distribution as a separate
service without including costs associated with
power generation or transmission services;
unbundling could allow the customer to select
a different supplier or source for each of the
components required to obtain a product or
service; also referred to as functional
unbundling

Volt

A unit of electrical pressure that measures the
force or push of electricity; volts represent
pressure, corresponding to the pressure of
water in a pipe

Voltage

A measure of the force of moving energy

Voltage
Reduction

Any intentional reduction of system voltage by
3 percent or greater for reasons of maintaining
continuity of service of the bulk electric power
supply system

Watt (Energy)

A measure of how much electricity an
appliance needs; a watt is an electrical unit of
power; this term is commonly used to rate
appliances using relatively small amounts of
electricity; there is a mathematical relationship
between watts, volts, and amps: Wattage =
Amps x Voltage; for example, a 120-volt,
15-amp circuit will carry 1,800 watts

Wholesale
Wheeling

The process of sending electricity from one
utility to another wholesale purchaser over the
transmission lines of an intermediate utility;
under the Energy Policy Act of 1992, utilities
are required to provide wholesale
transmission wheeling services to any electric
utility, federal power marketing agency, or any
other company generating electric energy for
sale in the wholesale market

